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JBL Is All You Need for Your Villa Holiday This
Summer

31st May – LONDON – A sizzling summer is just around the corner and after news that a

heat wave is expected to hit, the UK is buzzing for long nights in beer gardens, weekends at the

park and some awful tan lines. 

If you’re getting set for your summer holiday this year, there are some essentials from JBL,

leaders in immersive sound, that you can’t turn up to your villa without.

 

Firstly, an epic summer playlist is essential to get the holiday vibes going, the JBL Xtreme 2 is

fully waterproof meaning the Bluetooth speaker can follow you from the villa pool to the beach.

With 15 hours of playtime, there will never be a dull moment, particularly when the speaker has

a bottle opener attached to the carrying strap. It’s the only speaker you need on the go.

⏲

https://uk.jbl.com/bluetooth-portables/JBL+Xtreme+2.html?dwvar_JBL%20Xtreme%202_color=Midnight%20Black-EMEA-Current&cgid=bluetooth-portables#start=1
http://news.jbl.com/


 

If your mates have mugged you off or you’re in need of some down time this summer, the new

JBL LIVE headphones are perfect, allowing you to tune in and out when you need with

TalkThru and Ambient Aware tech built in. The entire LIVE range has built-in voice assistance

(Google Assistant and Amazon Alexa) to allow for complete hands-free – you don’t even need to

look at your phone to know what’s going on when your mates yell “GOT A TEXT!”.

 

JBL knows that sometimes a little extra motivation is needed when it comes to getting summer

body ready before a holiday. The true wireless JBL Endurance Peak headphones act as the

ideal musical accessory for any workout. Offering 28 hours of combined playback and an IPX 7

water resistant design for protection from the elements, allows you to give full focus to your

next set.

https://uk.jbl.com/sport-headphones/JBL+ENDURANCE+PEAK.html?cgid=sport-headphones&dwvar_JBL%20ENDURANCE%20PEAK_color=Black-GLOBAL-Current#start=1
https://uk.jbl.com/live-headphones.html?reftag=subcatLIVE


Pricing and availability:

 

Check all the products on JBL.com.

 

Follow JBL on Instagram @jblaudio_uk and on Facebook @JBLUnitedKingdom

#StartAParty.
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ABOUT JBL

JBL creates the amazing sound that shapes life’s most epic moments. From iconic events like Woodstock and
concerts at Madison Square Garden, to games at Yankee Stadium and weekend road trips, JBL elevates
listeners’ experiences with award-winning audio that lets them make the most of every moment. With unmatched
professional credentials and over 70 years of delivering industry leading innovation, JBL is the authority in
engineering superior sound.
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